
 

VINTAGE COLLECTION 

Over the past few years we have developed our Vintage and 

reclaimed furniture range to add to our already extensive  

furniture portfolio.  Over the next few pages you will see an 

idea of what we can offer.  
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ZINC EFFECT— TABLE TOPS 

We offer a great selection of these tables which can be put 

on a variety of different bases not just the dolphin base as 

pictured. The tops are available in :- (650 DIA)  

(700 X 700) (700 DIA) (750 DIA) ( 750 X 750) (800 DIA) 

(1200 X 700).  

 

 

 

 

 

FARMHOUSE AND  

RUSTIC PAINTED 

CHAIRS 

The traditional farmhouse 

and the rustic spray effect 

chairs can give Restaurants 

and Bar areas a terrific look.  
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VINTAGE DINING CHAIRS 

The Lidgate and the Hargrave dining chair up-

holstered in a traditional vintage check or striped 

fabric. Polished in our own Rustic medium oak 

colouring in our opinion gives us the classic 

1950’s dining look but with modern durability. 



 

TABLE DESIGNS 

At Jameson seating we can create Tables to our clients 

specifications with relative ease.  

 

Pictured bottom—3 metre curved dining table 

 

Pictured Top—Mid height Butchers Block table with 

mid height stools. Available in any size but the one 

 pictured is 1800 x 900 

 

Coin Top Tables—Using a strong clear resin we are 

able to lock in any selection of coins or memorabilia 

into a custom made table top.  

 

Scrub Top Tables—The large circular table pictured has 

a painted pedestal base with a scrubbed top. The idea of 

scrubbed for us is to reveal the natural grain of the wood  

and seal it. This way you can  obtain the natural some-

times imperfect look of the grain . 

 

Vintage 1940’s tables—We often use Vintage Drop 

Leaf and Reclaimed Barley twist tables as to try and 

keep our look authentic.    

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIXED SEATING 

 

At Jameson Seating offer an extensive 

range of Fixed seating options. 

 

Whether you would be looking for Flat 

back, Buttoned back, Oak back or Fluted 

back we have the facilities and capabili-

ties to cope with any job.  

 

 

For all your fixed seating requirements 

please contact :- 

 

sean@ jamesonseating.co.uk 

 

david@jamesonseating.co.uk 

 

Or log onto 

 

Www.jamesonseating.co.uk 
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